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Ark woolly rhino tame

The woolly rhinoceros (or woolly rhinoceros) is one of the creatures in ARK: Survival Evolved. Basic Info[edit | edit source] Dossier[edit | edit source] This section is intended to be an exact copy of what survivor Helena Walker, the author of the dossier, wrote. There may be some differences between this text and the creature in the game. Wild Coelodonta
utiliserro is a friendly herbivore, common tundra and grasslands of the island. It is a large and dangerous creature, although it seems quite confidential to the fauna around it. Once attacked, Coelodonta begins charging towards the enemy. It builds momentum as it is charged, and depending on its ultimate impact speed, the results can be daunting. With
enough space to recharge, it can even skemp the biggest creatures in just one up! Despite how powerful Coelodonta is, many tribes still hunt them intensely for their unique resources. Its horns can be mauled into highly exciting powder, and its thick fur can support many insulating outfits, which makes Coelodonta in high demand. Even less advanced tribes
use packs to hunt them down, albeit with significant danger. Domesticated When not hunted for horns, Coelodonta makes an impressive beast of cargo. His ability to take on far greater opponents provided ampling space for recharging, as well as a large payload, making him a solid addition to any dealer's party or assembly expedition. ~ Helena
Behavior[edit | edit source] Woolly rhinos are neutral and will only attack if attacked, other nearby Rhinos will become aggressive if they are within a small range. They'll always come at you straight, so find some siding. Appearance[| edit source] Brutish herbivore native to colder areas of the island, the woolly rhino is also one of its largest mammals.
Resembling a modern rhino in shape, it has a thick layer of insulating fur and is almost as large as Stegosaurus. Horns are a huge and frightening weapon, and when driven by a short, shortsighted, multi-toned beast, they can prove deadly against almost any other creature. Color and region scheme[| source editing] This section shows the natural colors and
regions of the Woolly Rhino. For the demonstration, the regions below are painted red over an albino woolly rhinoceros. The colored squares shown below the description of each region are colors with which Woolly Rhino will randomly spawn to provide the entire range of its natural color scheme. Hover over the color to display its name and ID. This
information can be used to change woolly rhino regions by entering cheat SetTargetDinoColor &lt;ColorRegion&gt; &lt;ColorID&gt;u lure consoles. For example, cheat SetTargetDinoColor 0 6 will paint Woolly Rhino's skin magenta. Region 0:Skin area 1:Rear region 2 is not used for this creature. Region 3&lt;/ColorID&gt; &lt;/ColorRegion&gt;is not used for
this creature. Region 4:Underside Region 5:Horn Drops[edit | edit source] Harvest Raw Meat Pelt Hide Keratin Guaranteed Special Prey Woolly Rhino Horn Note: Woolly Rhino Horn is in inventory. Base Stats and Growth[edit | edit source] Keep in the end that the creatures will have different stats in Survival of the Fittest Movement Base Speed Sprinting
Speed Stamina Wild Tamed Wild Tamed Walking 185 ? 936.5625 1119.25 14 Swimming 300 ? The woolly rhino must sprint for a few seconds to reach full sprint speed. At full speed, the damage from the attack is multiplied by Melee Stamina's 8-value attack range The minimum activation base description range (PC), (PS4), (Xbox One), the Woolly Rhino
hits its head on the target. 0 1000 0 1400 Attack Type Damage Missile Values Torpor Value Effect: Endurance Status Effect: Torpidity Life Impulse Radius Base Mult Duration Damage Mult Amount Mult Amount Melee 40 Wild Statistics Level-Up Type in Wild Creature Values see on which statistics it emphasized. Green values on a high-level creature are
very good for breeding. If you have already tamed your creature, you can try to recover the breeding statistics with an external tool. [1] Woolly rhino Stat-calculator doesn't work in mobile view, see here for alternatives: Apps Hint that after taming the creature gets bonuses on some statistics depending on the effectiveness of taming. This makes it difficult to
retrieve levels on a domesticated creature, so this tool is only for wild, but gives the first impression, how well the statistics are distributed. Taming[edit | edit source] For general information on taming a wild creature, see Taming. KO Strategy[edit | edit source] One of the best ways to knock out a rhinoceros is to put it in a safe location and then have a tribe
member pick you up on a flyer so you can safely knock it out with darts. In this way, it ensures that no member of the tribe takes any damage from him. If you do not have a leaflet, build a rectangle of 2x3 stone fence foundations, top this one with 1 high door, but leave one end open. Lure the rhino to the open end using a fast carrier, but make sure it can
jump over the wall or fit through 1 wide gap. Have a friend or yourself quickly set up a door to seal the rhino from escaping. Tranq him with his choice of weapon. An alternative method for taming is the use of 3 metal posters. Before aggroing rhinos, place three posters around the rhino to trap it in place. once captured, ensure that the area around you is safe
and that there are no other rhinos/predators in the area. Taming Food[edit | edit source] Keep hinting that the values are for optimal cases, always bring additional supplies! For the number of level-dependent resources required, try the external domestication calculator. Ingredients for Superior Kibble: 2 × 1 × Prime Meat Jerky, 1 × large egg, 5 × fiber, 2 ×
Rare Rare 1 × Sap, Water Preferred Food[edit | edit source] Superior Kibble Crops Mejoberry Combat[edit | edit source] This section describes how to combat woolly rhinoceros. General[| source of editing] Woolly rhinoceros is a rather threatening adversary, but with the right plan, it can be solved accordingly. Without the right equipment or strategy, you're an
easy target for a higher leveled rhinoceros. Strategy[| source editing] There are many good strategies that exist to bring down the Woolly Rhino. It has incredible crowd power, so dealing with one usually involves a range of attacks. Bullets and arrows can bring down one fairly quickly, but watch out for a deadly charging maneuver that they will use to counter
any attacks in range. An attack from higher ground, such as a cliff or the back of Quetzal, will be safe from attack, if such a situation is available. It is also possible to use mamak, and then attack it. Since there are many sustainable strategies, any will work until rhinoceros can skew a potential tribesman or beloved animal. Weaponry[edit | edit source] Pike,
Spear or Two, a Longneck rifle or explosive traps can kill Woolly Rhinos. Dangers[edit | edit source] Rhinoceros used deadly assault charges in combat. Try to avoid this deadly manoeuvre at all costs! The more distance is cleared in the charge, the more power it will have on impact. If he catches a player off guard, the player will probably die instantly. The
charge is your greatest danger in rhino hunting. Weakness[| source editing] Small spaces can be used to your advantage because the Woolly Rhino can't use its charge capability. Also, wild rhinos are not incredibly agile, so you can easily tranq rhinos while circling a large rock. Utility[edit | edit source] Roles[edit | edit source] PvP: With its filling, it can extract
or exceptionally injure larger dinosaurs for other tribe friends to finish off. (Level Melee Damage, Health and Stamina). Journey: Ridiculously enough, land travel is often discarded due to getting stuck in trees and on rocks, but a woolly rhinoceros when sprinting will immediately topple trees, and trees will not cause the rhino to stop or slow down. Their very
high weight also allows them to carry a lot across the country which can be very useful for a big move. They are certainly a mid-late game traveling mammal, if you do not want the fear of being observed or monitored from the air (level speed and endurance). Boss Killer: When paired with Yutyrannus and if used correctly, Rhinos become a competent fighter
in certain boss arenas. This is especially true of ragnarok arena, where Rhinos are a personal favorite of many tribes. Traffic: Damage: Guardian: Battle Mount: Tank: Collector: War Horse: Fighter: Defender: Collector's Items[edit | edit source] Straw collector: With its filling it can move straight forest and if you click while | it will collect straw quantities. Level of
endurance, weight. Resource Efficiency Berries ★★★★◗ Thatch ★★★★☆ Wood ★◗ Spotlight[edit |te editing source] Notes/Trivia[edit | edit source] For information related specifically to the actual wool rhinoceros, see the relevant Wikipedia article. The dossier was discovered on 23[2] The dossier mentions that the woolly rhino is often hunted for its horn,
which can be ground into valuable powder. This is probably a satirical reference to the illegal trade in rhino hunting, as poachers kill rhinos to sell their horns in Asian markets, and horns are traditionally believed to be an ingredient in aphrodisiacs. The woolly rhino was originally scheduled to be released with a 237.0 patch, but was later postponed for
unknown reasons. Increasing the speed of movement does not increase the charge speed or the speed at which the charge is built. The speed of movement affects only the speed of walking. Rhino horn is a possible ingredient needed to make a smaller antidote. Damage to billing does up to x8 damage (for a full charge meter). The woolly rhinoceros, at least
in theory, is the only creature in the game more powerful than giganotosaurus, when at a certain, albeit very high level, because it gets more health at a wild and tame level, and with full filling it does another 20 damages at level 1. However, this is assuming that the statistics are distributed the same for both Giga and Rhinoceros, and this is at least highly
unlikely on official servers, as the level would be incredibly high. The woolly rhino is one of only three creatures for which Kibble is not worth 80 points of food (the other being Brontosaurus and Megalosaurus). It instead fills in only 53.3 points. Real rhinos are usually a solitary creature, while Ark's woolly rhinos are sometimes seen in small groups. Wooly
Rhino's true behavior as far as pinching is hard to know, however, as they died out with the last ice age. Although the file says they're friendly they react defensively if they're attacked. Changelog[edit | edit source] Patch Changes 307.56 Reduced the maximum damage scale from 12.5x to 8x when charging Increased charging time/distance up to a maximum
of 20% (maximum so it will take longer to guess that 8x) Rhinos are now influenced by plant Y crowd control Gallery[edit | edit source] Image of Coelodonta utiliserro taken from the official dossier. Picture of the Development Model Coelodonta utiliserro. References[edit | source] ^ ARK Smart Breeding ^ Introducing woolly rhinoceros! Rhino!
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